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ON THE A-INTEGRABILITY
OF SINGULAR INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS

by Shobha MADAN

1. Introduction.

In this paper we shall generalize a theorem of Alexandrov on the A-
Integrability of Riesz transforms [1].

Let L^^R") denote the weak-L1 space consisting of measurable
functions / on R" for which supam^eR": \f(x)\ > a} = K < oo,

<x>0

where m denotes the Lebesgue measure on R"; let L^^R")
(resp. L^o^R")) be the subspace of L^^R") consisting of functions
which satisfy lim mi[x'. \f(x)\>a} = 0 (resp. the subspace of L^^R")

S~* CO

of functions satisfying lim am{|/(x)|>a} = 0). For brevity we shall
oi—^O +

write L^O)) (R") to mean the space « L^^R") (resp. L^00, resp. L^o00) ».
A similar notation will be used for the weak Hardy spaces defined below.
For a function /, we write X.y(a) for its distribution function, i.e.
^(a) = w^eR": |/(x)|>a}, a > 0. In the following C, C, K will
denote several different constants.

Let u(x,y), x e R", y > 0 be a harmonic function on the upper half
plane R^1, and for xeV, r^(x) = {(x\y) e R^1: \x'-x\<ay} is the
cone of aperture a at x. When a = 1, we shall simply write T{x). The
non tangential maximal function of u is the function
M*(x) = sup \u(x\y)\.

r(jc)
We define H^O)) = {^C^): u a harmonic function on R^ such

that u* e L^o^^R")}. These are the spaces considered by Alexandrov in
[I], where he proves an A-Integrability result for the system of conjugate
functions of u.
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Let (X,n) be a measure space and / a measurable function on X.
Then / is said to be A-integrable if

(i) an{xeX:|/(x)|>a} = o(l), a -> + oo, a -^ 0+

(ii) lim [/LaOO^OO exists
e-O.Jx

a-»+oo

where [/]^(x) = /(x) if 8 < \f(x)\ < a
= 0 if not.

The limit in (ii) is called the A-integral of / and is denoted by

(A) f/rin [2].

THEOREM (Alexandrov). - Let MocH^o00 and let i^, . . . , u ^ be the
system of conjugate harmonic functions of UQ . If fo, f i ' - ' f n denote the
non-tangential boundary functions of UQ,U^ ... u^ and g Q , g i ... gn is
another such system of boundary functions such that g^e L2 n L^R"),
k = 0, 1 . . . n, then

(A) f(/^o+/o^)^=0, k = l , 2 . . . n .

In section 3, we shall prove a similar result for singular integral
transforms, using real variable methods, and the fact that a certain set of
transforms forms a conjugate system does not play any essential role. Our
result then contains the above result of Alexandrov.

2.

The H^^O)) spaces have been defined above by means of a non-
tangential maximal function with respect to a cone of aperture 1. But this is
in fact not a restriction, and we have

PROPOSITION 1. — Let u(x, y) be any continuous function on R"^1.
Then the following are equivalent:

1) u*(x) = sup \u(x\y)\ e L^W
r(x)
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2) u^(x) = sup \u(x\y)\ € H^R")
TNW

3) ""(>) - </;̂ . l̂ ife )̂" 6 ̂ W
w^r^ M > n.

The proof of this proposition is only a slight modification of the proof
of lemma 1 of [3], where the equivalence of LP(Rn) (0<p<oo) norms of
these functions has been proved.

Further, these spaces can also be characterized using the area function,

a r v72
Sa(u)(x)= iv^.^iy-"^^

"a0c) J /

as a consequence of the following inequality [3]

W°0 < c{^(a) + \ [ ' p^(p) dpi
I a Jo J

and a corresponding inequality with the roles of S(u) and u*
interchanged. These inequalities have been proved in [3] for harmonic
functions u(x,y) which are Poisson Integrals of l^-functions, a restriction
which can easily be removed. Also the restriction on the cones can be
removed using Proposition 1. A similar characterization also holds for the

radial maximal function u^(x) = sup \u(x,y)\ and for the ^-function
y>0

U oo \1 /2

g(u)(x)= Wx^y dy]
3 /

(see [5] for details). We summarize these results in

PROPOSITION 2. - Let u(x,y) be a harmonic function on R^1. Then the
following are equivalent:

1) ^ eL^o^K")
2) ^ eL^o^R")
3) SO^L^R")
4)g(u)eL^(Rn).
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It is well-known that if u(x,y) is the Poisson integral of a bounded

measure (i.e. u(x,y) = P^n(x) = €„ ———————^y d[i(t) ) then
V J^dx-tl2-^2)"^ /

ueH1 '0 0 [6] and p, is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on R" if and only if u e H^00 [4]. It is not difficult to see that not
every function of H^^resp. H^'00) can be obtained in this way. In the
following proposition we characterize those bounded measures on R"
whose Poisson integrals are in H^o00 •

PROPOSITION 3. — Let \i be a bounded measure on R" and let

u(x,y) = Py*n(x) be its harmonic extension to R^1.

Then lim 8w{u*>8} = 0 if and only if d\i(x) = 0.
^^ JR"

Proof. — It is well-known that

[ 4i(x) = lim C^u^y).
JR» ^°°

From this it follows immediately that for 8 small enough

8w{i^>8} ^ C| | 4i(x)|.
JR"

Conversely, let dn(x) = 0. By an easy reduction we may assume that \i

has compact support and that \i is supported on the unit cube Qo in R".

u(x,y) = C^ f ————y———^ d[i(t)
^"(Ix-^-h^2)"^

= [ [p/x-0-P,(x)Np(0.
JR»

Hence \u(x,y)\ < CM sup \p^x-t)-Py(x)\.
t^Qo

If |x| is large, then the supremum on the right hand side of the above
vixl"

inequality ^ 2(n+n Also since u^eH1 '0 0 , for (x.^eR^1 fixed, the
|x|
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ball in R" with center x and radius y is contained in the set
[u* > \u(x,y)\] . Therefore

K ^ \u(x,y)\m{u^>\u(x,y)\} ^ Qu^y)^
i.e.|u(x,^)| ^C//.

Consequently,

{(^eR^jMOc^S} <={(x,j0: |x| ^ l^^2), y ^ C/81/"}.

Hence

8m{M+(x)>8} < CM 8^ = o(l) as 8-^0.

This with Proposition 2 completes the proof.

COROLLARY. — H^o00 ^ {P^U(^); H a bounded measure}

= {P^/OC) : / 6 L^R"), f/(x) dx=0} .

In the next proposition, we prove that if u e H1'00 then M(",^) converges
in the sense of tempered distributions as y -^ 0. The proof of the
corresponding result for the W spaces [3] does not directly apply since in
this case the fact that i^eL^^R") does not necessarily imply that for
y > 0 , M^eLW.

PROPOSITION. — Let u e H1'00. Then lim u(9 ,y) = / exists in the sensey-^o
of tempered distribution.

Proof. — We have seen above that u* e L11 °° implies that
I^C^^OI ^ C / y " . Hence for every y > 0, the function
u/x) =u(x,y)eL2(Rn) and

Mi= f ^(x^dx
JR"

= f \u(x,y)\2 dx < [c' PX (?) dp = C/y.
J^yWy-"} JO /

Now for 8 > 0 fixed we define a function almost everywhere by

do(^) = ^W^15,
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^eR" where u(^,8) is the Plancherel transform of u^(x). Since M(x,^) is
a harmonic function, we have M(-,8') = MQ^)^' -^-^ 8, 8' > 0; hence
the definition of UQ does not depend on the choice of 8. It is clear that
UQ defines a distribution, denoted by T^. To show that this distribution
is in fact tempered, it is enough to prove that for every rapidly decreasing
C°° function ^(h) on R", the distributions vK/O^Tuo are bounded in
the space of distributions (here T,, is the translation by h). Let q> be a
C® function with compact support (sayQ), then

l<vK^J^,(p>l < ?001 f lu^^l^^lcp^+fc)!^.
Jo

Choose 8 = 1/K(1 + \h\) where K is a suitable constant depending on the
support of (p then

l< )̂̂ ,q>>| ^ChK/01 \W\2 IML
^civl/WKl+lfeD^llcplL^cilcplL.

This proves that Ty is a tempered distribution. Let / = y ~1 (uo) (the
inverse Fourier transform of T^). Then, if (p is in the Schwarz class ^,

(u(x,y)^(x)dx= (u(^y)^)d^

= [We-^^d^

-^ <^> = </,<P>

so that u(^y) -> f as y -> 0 in the sense of tempered distributions.

We shall not go into the details, but with the estimates proved in [3] for
FP spaces (0<p<oo) it can be shown that the H^^)) spaces can be
realized as certain spaces of tempered distributions:

Let: (pe^, ( p ( x ) A c = l and (p,(x) = t ' ^x / t ) . Then if
JR»

H^O)) is identified with the space of boundary distributions
(Proposition 3), we have

H^O)) = {/ e y : sup |(p,*/(x')| 6 L^R")}
r(x)

(for details, see theorem 11 in [3]).
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3. The A-integral.

Let K be a tempered distribution on R", which is C1 away from the
origin and

(i) |K(^| ^ B < oo
(ii) |VK(x)| ^CM-"-1.

For /eL^R"), T/ = K*/ (which exists as a limit) is a tempered
distribution and belongs to H^100 i.e. it arises as the boundary distribution
of a harmonic function v(x,y) such that t^eL^R"). We let T/ also
denote the non-tangential boundary function of v(x,y). Further, if

f(x) dx = 0 (i.e. the associated harmonic function is in H^o00) then

T^Uo^R").

THEOREM. - Let f e L1 (R"), f(x) dx = 0, and let T/ be as defined

above. If v|/e L2 n L^R") is such that T\|̂  e L2 n LOO(Rn), r^n

(A) f T/(x)vKx)= - f /(x)Ti|/(x)dx.
JR" JR"

Proo/. - Let M=max(|H|2,||v|/||oo,l|Tv|/||2,l|TvH|J and suppose
e > 0 is small and a > 0 is large

(i) f [m^)dx= f [rm^dx
JR" J{E<U*«X}

+ f [T/H,.^+ f [Tf^dx
J{u*^e} J{u*>a}

= I l + l 2 + l 3 .

Clearly

(2) 113! ^ wi[u*>y} = o(\) as a -^ oo, uniformely in e.

To estimate I^ and 12 we do a Calderon Zygmund decomposition at the
level a. Then / can be written as /(x) = g(x) + b(x), where
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\g(x)\ < Ox and ||̂ ||i < ||/||i (hence ||g||̂ Ca||/||i), and the function
b satisfies

\b(x) dx = 0

llfclli < f \f(x)\dx+Cwn{ui'>a}
J {"*>«>

(3) [ [Tb(x)\ s$Caw{u*>a}.
J{«*<a}

Consider the integral

Ii = [ (T/H..AC, where F,,. = [x: e<u*(x)<a}
JFe,«

= f T/\|» dx - f T/<|/ ̂  - f T/v|/ dx
J^a jFe,,n{|T/>|.|<E} jF^n{|T/>|>|><x}

= f T/^X-JI-J,.

jFe,*

We have IJJ < em{u*>e} = o(l) as e ->0 , uniformely in a and

U 2 l ^ f \^g^\dx+ f \Tb^\dx
JFe,<x"(IV'l'l>'»} J{«*<«i

< C||Tg||2||̂ (rr/+i>«ill2 + Cam{u*>a}

using Holder's inequality and (3). But since g is in L2 and T is a
bounded operator on L2,

U2l < C||g||2M(m{|T/v|/|>a2})1/2 + Caw{«*>a}
^ CM||/||i(am{|T/<|/|>a})1/2 + Cam{u*>a}
= o(l) as a-> oo uniformely in e.

Hence we get

(4) Ii = f Jf(x)^(x) dx + o(l), a ̂  oo, e ̂  0+
JPe,.

= f T^(x)<|»(x) dx + o(l), a -^ oo, e ̂  0+ .
.k«
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It remains to evaluate I^. Let Fg = {u*<e}

l2= [ [T/H..(x)dx
J^

== f T/\|x dx - [ T/^ ̂  - [ T/^ dx
jpg jFgndT/^Ke} jFgn{|T/^|xx}

= [ T / ^ d x - K . - K ^ .
jFe

K^ can be estimated in the same way as J^ and we get \K^\ = o(l) as
a -+ oo uniformely in e.

Note that K^ is independent of a; to estimate we do a Calderon-Zymund
decomposition of / at a level ao chosen large enough depending on e.
Write / = go + bo with go and bo as above with respect to ao. Then

|KJ ^ f |T/i|/| dx 4- [ |T/v|/| dx
J{|T/^|<e,|T^t>e} J {|T/^|<e,|T^I<e}nFg

< ew{|T^^I>£} + f IT Î ̂  + f ITM Î ̂
J{|TgQ^|<e} J{M*<e}

=o(l) as e -^0 .

Hence

(5) |lj = | Tg\|/dx+o(l), a ^ o o , e -^0.
J{"*^}

Combining (2), (4) and (5),

f [Tm.a^= f T^rix+o(l)
JR" J{u*^a}

= f Tg(x)i|/(x) dx + o(l)
JR"

= - fg(x)T^(x)dx+o(l)

= - [/(x)T\|/(x) dx + o(l), a -. oo, £ -> 0.
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In the last step we have used the estimate

\\b\\i ^ \ | /(x)|Ac+Caw{u*>a}=o(l) as a-^ oo ,
J{u*>a}

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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